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NEWCASTLE PROMENADE - The redesign of a Victorian seafront has re-established Newcastle in Northern Ireland

as a tourist destination, providing a major boost to the local economy.
The area comes with high environmental credentials so it was imperative that the scheme was designed to an
extremely high quality standard and addressed the sensitivities of the environment. The design philosophy was to
produce a scheme wh ich reconnected the town visually, physically and socially with its natural environment.
Shown on our front cover is a central element of the project • an Iconic sculpture commissioned from a local artist.
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CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE

Reflections
for the better

Update from Geoff French
At the time of reading this edition of Exchange many of

number of our awards over the past year. Winning NCE

you will hopefully have enjoyed a well earned summer

Major Firm of the Year is an award I am particularly proud

break. We have slightly delayed the usual summer edition

of as it is recognition by our peer group. The Scott Wilson

to coincide with the publication of our 2007 Annual Report.

staff celebrating the 10th anniversary of the transfer of

Much of what you will read in this edition reflects the

Hong Kong back to China emphasises both the long

highlights from our first complete year as a pie and,

commitment Scott Wilson has in the region, and our

as usual, celebrates the very best of Scott Wilson .

ongoing success in China.

Spotlight focuses on the performance of the business

I will leave you with the statement that also appears in the

during the past financial year and demonstrates the

2007 Annual Report, as I believe it sums up the progress

significant progress we are making towards our strategic

and success we have all made together this year and I

aims. The strength of our divisions and the balancing of

would like to thank all our staff across the world for their

our business portfolio has been further reinforced by the

significant contributions.

addition of a number of major acquisitions and their
impact is already making a significant contribution to our

"Our

success.

the Group's ability to take advantage of the

strong

performance

demonstrates

buoyant trading conditions that currently exist
The increasing globalisation of our business is extremely
well demonstrated by the number and nature of projects
such as the Bahrain National Assembly Building.
Outspoken, delivered by Derek Holden, focuses on the
effective utilisation of our global staff to deliver integrated

in many of our key markets. The broad range
of

consultancy

established

services

across

that

we

multiple sectors

have
has

increased our competitive edge and enabled

solutions to our increasing number of global clients.

Scott Wilson to, again, achieve double-digit

The tremendous success we have had in newer

organic growth"

territories, such as winning several major projects in
Greece,

also

highlights

our commitment

to

the

international aspects of our business.
Celebrating success is another important element in this
edition of Exchange. People First concentrates on a
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PROJECT UPDATE

Royal Approval for new
Planetarium
HM The Queen and HRH The Duke of Edinburgh officially

In contrast to the historic setting, the new planetarium

opened the £16.7m redevelopment of the Royal Observatory

building is distinctive and contemporary. It comprises a single

In Greenwich, London on 22 May 2007.

public level at lower ground floor with the projection dome and
its structure protruding above the landscaping at ground

A team from the Cambridge office worked as the structural

level. The iconic centrepiece of this project is a tilted concrete

engineer for the project that comprised the restoration of the

cone with bronze cladding and a glazed top, which is

South Building, the construction of a new state-of-the-art

positioned on the prime meridian axis and points due north

planetarium and the redesign of the landscaping and visitor

at the Pole Star. The bronze cladding is one of the largest

route.

single uses of bronze in the world with a total mass of 32
tonnes covering the cone. The 120 seat planetarium will use

The existing Grade II listed South Building was built in the

the latest technologically advanced laser projector to reveal

1890s and was originally used as an observatory for the

and interpret the wonders of the universe.

study of astrophysics. The renovation comprises a new
elegant steel spiral staircase to link all three of its main floors.

Philip Cooper. Technical Director. attended the royal opening

The original massive masonry core. which was used to

and comments, 'We've achieved our goal - opening up the

support the telescope under the dome, had to be removed.

South Building, building the seamless bronze cone for the

The new layout Includes a new education centre with

planetarium and connecting the two via an invisible

teaching facilities, exhibition spaces, corporate facilities,

basement - it's a handsome project".

and basement plant room. These new amenities greatly
increase the Observatory's capacity to serve the growing

The redevelopment of the Royal Observatory in Greenwich

demand from visitors and schools for accessible facilities for

provides state-0f-the-art facilities for the exploration of space,

the study of modem astronomy.

creating an inspirational environment to inform. educate and
entertain.

Promoting
sustainability
in Thailand
Phu Khieo Wildlife Sanctuary, in Northeast Thailand , was
created by the King of Thailand as a strictly protected
area to sustain significant populations of wildlife including
tigers and Asian elephants.

As part of the 'Sustainable Management of the Phu Khieo
Wildlife Sanctuary through Community Participation'
project, Scott

Wilson

was

appointed

to

provide

Community Development inputs. The project, funded by
the European Union, was carried out in partnership with
the IP Institute for Project Planning GmbH.

The southern and eastern boundaries of the Sanctuary
are inhabited by approximately 143,000 people living
across 153 different villages. The Thai National Parks
Department recognised that problems such as illegal
logging, hunting and the deliberate lighting of fires by the
local people cannot be solved by law enforcement alone.
Collaborative management that seeks to gain their
support by providing alternative sources of income,
which as a result reduces their need to enter the
Sanctuary and use its resources, must also be adopted .

The project had three main aims:

To

develop

capacity

at

the

National

Parks

Department in order to improve the natural resource
management of the Sanctuary
To reduce the human pressure on natural resources
within the Sanctuary through alternative income
generation and community forestry
To raise awareness of the environmental value of the
Sanctuary.

Over the last five years, the project has made significant
progress in building links with the local community and
raising their awareness of the aims and importance of the

Driving Innovation Together

Wildlife Sanctuary. Education targeted both adults and,
through their schools, the local children . Henrik Bjorn
Scott Wiison's first Community Development Specialist

Scott Wilson has entered into a contract with an alliance of

the number of skilled personnel, including graduates, based

three East Midland local authorities to provide highway and

in its offices in the East Midlands area as well as be part of

other professional design services.

joint training programmes with the participating County

on the project, even hosted a local radio programme
demonstrating his knowledge of Thai whilst promoting
conservati on!

Councils.
The 3 Counties Alliance (3CA) is a formal partnership

Henrik was succeeded by Mark Willett, fresh from

between Derbyshire, Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire

Geoff French, commented at the time of the announcement,

County Councils. Scott Wilson will work and, where

"We look forward to working with the 3 Counties Alliance

appropriate, join together with the 3CA's in-house

on this innovative joint venture. We are delighted to have

resources to provide a wide variety of multi-disciplinary

secured this role, a significant contract that strengthens our

services to residents and charge-payers. The value of the

position in the transportation sector and especially in the

contract to Scott Wilson is expected to be up to £8 million

East Midlands where we have extensive involvement both as

over the four-year period of the agreement.

Scott Wiison and AMScott."

Over the nex! four years it is estimated that Scott Wilson will

This is the first time such an alliance has been formed and

have approximately 65 people working on projects for the

it is anticipated that it will be a model for fu ture regional

alliance. In addition, the company will be looking to increase

partnerships.
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working

on

Scott

Wilson's

Yunnan

Environment

Development Programme, Mark played a major role in
helping to develop new sustainable livelihoods for local
people including the commercial production of bamboo
and improved grazing.

INSIDE SCOTT WILSON

MyBenefits - A Popular Choice
In May 2007, 2727 Scott Wilson employees exercised their

savings on National Insurance gained through the 'salary

choices as part of the first annual enrolment of our UK

sacrifice' approach.

flexible benefits programme - MyBenefits.
This new range of benefits has genuinely extended the
Designed to deliver benefits via the most efficient tax method

portfolio of benefits we can offer to our staff and has given us

and approved by HMRC, Pension and AVCs were initially

the opportunity to resolve a number of issues including

offered in October 2006. In May, other discretionary benefits

Improvements in holiday entitlements, age discrimination

were included ; private medical and holiday buy and sell

issues and successful integration of our newly acquired

proved the most popular choice, although our Dental

companies.

Provider - Cigna, have certainly been smiling at the take up
of our newly introduced Dental Programme.

Many thanks to the team within HR, our systems partners and
KPMG who worked so hard to design and implement this

The savings on employer national insurance have ensured

ambitious project and to all of you who engaged with it so

that all the implementation, systems and administration costs

enthusiastically.
Over the past 1O months I am very happy to report that our

have been covered including the cost of providing an

exposure In the media has greatly increased and that this

introductory video and brochure accessible by all participants
and new starters. A vast majority of our employees have

Georgina Corbett

enjoyed savings in both the discounts available and personal

Group HR Director

coverage has been positive, helping contribute to the
strengthening of our brand and reputation. From the period
October 2006 to July 2007, we have had over 630 articles.
Most importantly, they were specifically targeted and
reflected our desired messaging. Trade press mentions
remain robust and continue

to be a crucial part of the PR

strategy. New sources of media are also being covered such
as the UK national press (the Financial nmes, The nmes,
The Telegraph, The Sunday nmes, The Independent),
the newswires, specialist press and TV & radio.

Recently, Jon Robinson (Principal Water Consultant) gave
comment on BBC News 24, Sky News and Newsnight on the
extreme flooding situation over the summer months.
Previously, Robert Armitage spoke on UK national TV and
radio on the possible cause and solutions of the problem at
Bristol Airport runway.

There is never any guarantee

to what is printed and the

accurate representation we are experiencing is built around
strong relationships through a tailor-made approach
matching the journalist's style of writing, interest areas and
also via our own proactive angles and stories.

Mark Bew

Lak Siriwardene
Head of Corporate Communications

The new face of Business Systems
Mark Bew joined Scott Wilson in July, bringing a track record

Prior to this he was Project Systems and e-Business

of delivering successful process and technology-driven

Manager for John Laing, the global construction services

business change programmes. He will be taking overall

company.

responsibility for the management of business systems
throughout the Group.

Mark will be based in London, reporting to Hugh Blackwood,
although he will be spending a lot of time throughout the

Mark is an Electrical Engineer who has strong technical and

Divisions developing and delivering systems to enable

commercial skills and holds a BSc (Hons) in Computer

Scott Wilson to successfully achieve its expansion and

Science from the University of Greenwich. He is a Chartered

profitability goals. He will also be working closely with both

Engineer and is also a member of the British Computer

Stephen Leach and Paul Gerrard on IT and SOE

Society. He was Business Systems Director for six years at

respectively, both of whom now report to Mark.

the Costain Group pie, where he was responsible for
delivering best practice through the strategic use of IT

Please contact Mark at:

systems and also managing the major business process

mark.bew@scottwilson.com

change project incorporating business activities, including
the roll out of ERP, operational and engineering systems.
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OUR BUSINESS IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Highlights from 2007 Annual Results
The publication of our 2007 Annual Report, reflects our first full year as a pie. Our results against our 5 year strategic plan
demonstrate significant progress against our key targets and the summary below focuses on some of the highlights.

+32.0o/o

Total revenue

Total revenue including share of joint ventures £261.0m

Adjusted operating profit

+55.3%
Adjusted operating profit £16.3m

Order book at record level

+20.2%
Order book £257.0m

Adjusted operating margin
TOTAL REVENUE

ADJUSTED OPERATING PROFIT

+0.9°/o
ORDER BOOK

ADJUSTED OPERATING MARGIN

£171 .9m

£86.0m

Major achievements during the year are noted in
the report, as the following quotes from the report
demonstrate.

"Pensions deficit reduced significantly to
£12.4m from £33 .6m in 2006"

Our 2007 results represent an important step forward in
meeting our longer term business objectives as set out
in our strategic plan.

5 Year Strategic Plan
•

Organic growth at least 10% per annum

•

Operating margin to be at least 8%

•

Working Capital 80 days or less

"Acquisitions - Four major acquisitions all

•

Overhead costs to be 16.5% or less

performing above expectations"

•

Earnings per share to grow by at least 15% per annum

•

At least 30% of work to be generated outside the UK

•

Diverse and balanced sector/geographic mix of business

"Headcount increased to 5,550 "
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OUR BUSINESS IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Business performance by sector
"The Group enters the new financial year with a more balanced sector split following the acquisitions made
1n the second half of the year. The level of organic growth achieved exceeded the five year strategic plan"

BEFORE ACQUISITION

Transportation

Environment

Roads, Railways, Aviation, Ports, Urban Transport

Planning, Environmental Management, Landscape,
Waste & Contaminated Land

We have continued to consolidate our leading position in
the transportation sector. Our representation has substantial

This sector represents 11 % of our total revenue and this

breadth across sector and geography, with the provision of

makes us a leading environmental consultancy. We provide

business case,

a wide range of skills and experience to deliver professional

planning,

design,

supervision

and

maintenance services, augmented with our research and

and innovative advice to clients in the UK and internationally.

development facility to some of the largest transport

Our core strength lies in our expertise In major Infrastructure

investment schemes around the wand.

schemes in the transportation, property and natural
resources sectors.

AFTER ACQUISITION

Property

Natural Resources

Commercial & Retail, Residential, Health & Education,

Energy, Water, Mining, Ground Engineering

Tourism & Leisure, Industrial, Defence
Our natural resources sector operates globally providing
The property sector supports clients worldwide, from
planning, through transportation and infrastructure to
complete developments,

from

the restoration

and

advisory, management and design services to an increasing
global clientele to support the rising worldwide demand for
energy, mineral resources and water.

conservation of built heritage to the most modem,
sustainable design, from the smallest to the tallest and the
largest.

Business performance by division
UK Central has continued to be a major player in the

UK Railways has been dominated by the ongoing

road sub-sector by delivering significant projects for the

delivery of several long term multidisciplinary major

Highways Agency. Our joint venture with Alfred

projects including West Coast Route Modernisation,

If you wish to review the full annual report please

McAlpine, 'AMScott', continued to perform well and our

Crossrail and Edinburgh Airport Rail Link. Revenue has

visit our website:

winning of the innovative Three Counties Framework

Increased by 22% and staff headcount has grown by

www.scottwltson.com/lnvestorretatlons

contract is forecast to delivery

20% and it continues to bid for major framework

planning and landscape design from China .

contracts with Network Rail.
UK South has delivered considerably improved
operating margins during the financial year, working

International & China has experienced significant

extensively in the transportation and property sectors

growth

and has significant major project in London, including

The addition of RPA In Canada has boosted revenues in

Brent Cross and Holborn Viaduct Development.

the Mining sector and an increasing amount of projects

in

the

Middle

East,

India

and

China.

The division 's position in the property sector was

in South East Asia, Africa and South America have been

enhanced by the addition of Cameron Taylor.

secured with global clients. Transportation still remains

Scotland and Ireland has effectively doubled in size

Greece, Poland, Serbia, India and Ethiopia. Port and

since the acquisition of Ferguson Mcllveen, providing a
strong presence In Northern Ireland and significantly

----

£m

2006
Em

Increase

UK Central

75.3

56 .7

32.9%

57.0

40.1

42.2%

Scotland & Ireland

22.1

13.3

66.0%

Airport work in China , Dubai and Thailand is growing

UK Railways

43.0

35.1

22.4%

and centres of excellence in Bangkok are providing

International

63.6

52 .6

20.go;.

261.0

197.8

32.0%

strengthening our already strong position in the roads

airport expertise across the group. The National

sub sector.

Assembly Building in Bahrain is an example of expertise

position in the South of Ireland.

2007

UK South

the largest sector and includes major roads projects in

In addition we have added to our solid

REVENUE, INCLUDING SHARE OF
JOINT VENTURES

Total revenue

being provided from around the group including master
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COUNTRY PROFILE GREECE

Scott Wilson Greece now open for business
New Athens office reflects a growing market
The office was officialjy opened at a party on 11 June 2007

Scott Wilson has recently opened a new branch office in

employ local staff and contract local consultants to work on

Athens. The group has worked for many years in Greece

Scott Wilson projects worldwide. This can be demonstrated

and will be managed by Stella Smerou Fox. Key contacts

and two recent major contract wins on the Ionia Odes and

by the retention of OMETE SA to provide some of the

for the office will be Stella for local and branch office matters,

new Central Greece motorway concession projects have

detailed design needed for the East London Line.

warranted the need for a permanent base in the
Mediterranean country.

Peter Davies for Ionia Odes and Central Greece Motorway
matters and Tony Miller and Martin Edge for potential

After a dip in new work following the 2004 Athens Olympic

business opportunities.

Games, workloads in Greece are rising again and
The office will oversee all contracts that Scott Wilson has in

opportunities to cooperate with Greek companies are

Scott Wilson Ltd, Asklipiou 91, 11471 Athens, Greece.

Greece and will be located at the office previously occupied

increasing. In particular, there are many PPP projects

Telephone: +30 210 362 0913

by the Scott Wilson Railways-OMETE JV while working

developing which give Scott Wilson the chance to penetrate

on the Attiko Metro. ti is expected that the office will also

this new area of operation for Greece.

Driving through difficult terrain
Consultancy on Highspeed Motorway in North West Greece
Having won its second major motorway consultancy project

of 57km

in Greece, Scott Wilson is now waiting for the Instruction to

Thessalonika, Evzonoi) motorway. It will be constructed for

of the existing

PATHE (Patras, Athens,

Proceed. In a joint venture with Greek partners OMEK

design speeds of up to 120km/hr with a dual two-lane

Consulting Engineers SA we have been appointed as

carriageway, central reserve and emergency stopping lanes

As Independent Engineer on the project, we will carry out

Independent Engineer (IE) on the construction of the new

at each side. The two PATHE parts of each concession will

design checks and monitor and supervise the Contracto~s

Central Greece and part PATHE motorway. This follows the

connect at Skarlia south of Lamia.

construction activities to ensure compliance with the

region".

project requirements. The value of the contract to

same joint venture's successful appointment as IE for the
Ionia Odes and part PATHE motorway concession.

against tight time schedules in a particularly challenging

Tony Miller, Project Director, comments, "In winning these

Scott Wilson-OMEK JV is expected to be £13 million for

projects, Scott Wilson benefited from a long record of

the duration of the project and work is expected to start

The new motorway will run northwest across mainland

successful projects in Greece combined with the almost

towards the end of 2007. The concessionaire is a joint

Greece, some parts involving tunnelling through difficult and

unique experience of our partner OMEK In supervising part

venture between GEK of Greece and Cintra (Ferrovial)

mountainous terrain. The concession comprises the design,

of the Egnatia Motorway, which marks the northern extent of

and Iridium (ACS Dragados) of Spain.

construction, maintenance and operation of 174km of new

both concessions. We will need all the experience at our

road and the standardisation, maintenance and operation

command as these are demanding works to be carried out

Continuing success on Athens Metro
Scott Wilson working with its Greek partner OMETE wins more business
conceptual drawings in 2003 to the issue of tenders for
construction based on our designs in 2006 and 2007.

complete with new train services, a review and update of
Attiko Metro's technical specifications and the upgrade of
the control centre.

Attiko Metro, the metro operator, awarded the Scott Wilson
OMETE joint venture the contract to prepare the design for

Our skills have been used on the alignment, tunnel,

the extensions to lines 2 and 3 of the metro system.

architecture, structural engineering, mechanical engineering,

The Athens metro comprises three lines, Line 1 was built In

signalling, traction, telecommunications, environment and

the 1920s and Line 2 and 3 in the 1990s.

operation. Clive Scholefield, Project Manager comments,

These extensions include 30km of twin-track tunnel, 23 new

international experience and credibility with local resources

Scott Wilson, working with its Greek partner OMETE, was

underground stations and a stabling depot. The remit also

was key to winning this job. We can also be trusted to have

involved on the Athens Metro extension project from the first

included an operations study of the future enlarged system,

resources in depth to support a project of this size".

"Scott Wilson's ability to lead a one-stop-shop combining
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OUTSPOKEN

Open for business 24/7
Derek Holden, International Projects Director
Scott Wilson aims is to be an Integrated Global Enterprise,

International resourcing brings tremendous benefit to our

these failures are a result of the misguided view that it's just

comprising a network of regional businesses each

business. It provides a source of additional resource to

about "sending work to another office and it comes back

commanding a high degree of autonomy, but with strong

overheated home markets where quality engineers are

done". Nothing could be further from the truth.

horizontal links created by global sector operations.

simply not available, and often at a competitive price.

"Last year Scott Wilson produced several global sector

This translates into either increased profits for Scott Wilson

Successful international resourcing requires 5 key factors to

or increased workload for Scott Wilson as a result of

be in place:

business plans. These outline how best to lever the expertise

submitting more competitively priced bids delivered in

and experience of all Scott Wilson staff across the globe in

shorter timescales.

Suitable qualified staff: Scott Wilson successfully

knowledge that is respected and recognised by our clients,

Our competitors have recognised these benefits for a while.

businesses across the globe. This should not be an issue.

and envied by our competitors."

Some adopt an informal approach sending packages of work

Good IT Infrastructure: Scott Wilson is now investing

to their remote offices in places such as India and Pakistan.

in its global IT network, thus facilitating increased use of

"A key component of global

Others have established more formal low cost 'resource

standard software applications and video conferencing.

centres' to which they send a large proportion of their design

An agreed business model: many models exist but the

sector operations is the

and CAD work_One client, who is also a major Scott Wilson

one favoured by Scott Wilson today is a simple sub

client, audited such a resource centre and returned with a

consultancy agreement with sharing of costs and profit.

any particular sector, in order to create a dynamic force of

passing of business from one
Scott Wilson office to another,

engages experienced and well-trained staff in many

favourable impression, and the expectation that all his

Good supply of work: this is important as insufficient

consultants could adopt this way of working to help him to

workload in a particular sector leads to demotivation of
staff, resignations and loss of critical mass. This can be

reduce his costs.

overcome by better global sector business planning with

sometimes referred to as
'Outsourcing', but better called

And that's the point. International resourcing is inevitable.

deliberate policies of moving a proportion of work to other

Most of us willingly enjoy the benefits of globalisation - the low

offices.

cost, high quality goods and services sourced from outside

Well defined management processes and dlsclpllne:

international resourcing as it

the UK - why should our clients be any different? In today's

successful

world the global IT infrastructure is in place, there's an

fundamental change in the way we do our work. There is

is more about sharing and

increasing global pool of well-educated and enthusiastic

a new player - the Package Engineer/Manager - who

people , and many other business sectors, for example IT

decides how best to split the work into discrete packages

and banking. have already adopted international resourcing

for dispatch to the receiving office. Training for this role is

as part of their daily business operations.

required.

utilising skills from across

international

resourcing

requires

a

Scott Wilson".
Scott Wilson too has had several goes at this over the years

Scott Wilson has for many years won and delivered

and this activity has increased in the recent past.

projects globally. Our next major challenge is to resource

Today bridge design, structural engineering and permanent

globally. How do we make this happen?

way design is being undertaken by Scott Wilson offices
in Asia for Scott Wilson businesses in Bahrain,
South Africa and the UK. Other sectors where
this activity is increasing include ports,
airports, transport planning, landscape
architecture and building services.

A good start would be for each Division to declare in
its business plan an international resourcing turnover target
for the year, driven by the global sector markets and plans.
Secondly, the Group can continue to invest in global
IT infrastructure and software systems. Finally, through the
global sector groups, we can all get to know better

Our UK business recently negotiated to
do some 3-D simulation modelling at well

our counterparts in other offices and begin to create the
personal relationships so vital for success.

below the client's budget, and then
passed most of the commission to
Scott Wilson China. The result was a
satisfied client and turnover and profit for
two Scott Wilson businesses - a new winwin-win model?

The next time we lose a bid because a competitor submits
an absurdly low price, or we consider turning away
work because we don't have access to the necessary
resources, we should perhaps ask ourselves: is it an
absurdly low price, or Is our competitor simply one step

But despite these efforts, international resourcing

ahead in the international resourcing game?

still represents only a small proportion of our total
turnover. Why is this?

There is no doubt that working
in this way can be
challenging, and
horror stories of
failure

abound.

However, many of
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COMMUNITY FOCUS

Flagship roads project shows growing
importance of environmental sustainability

Scott Wilson's work on the A30 Bodmin to Indian Queens

and public consultations, was chosen primarily for ecological

The new route design was deliberately chosen to avoid

improvement scheme has reduced the environmental impact

reasons.

Goss Moor, the largest wetland and heathland complex

The area is environmentally sensitive and many mitigation

that the original route crossed through. The road surface

of the project that forms the key arterial route for Cornwall.

in South West England and a special area of conservation

The scheme comprises 11.5km of new dual carriageway

features have been included in the design. These include

of the previous route was replaced with new facilities

with grade-separated junctions between Indian Queens

extensive landscaping to Integrate the scheme into the

for walkers, cyclists and horse-riders, opening up the Moor

Bypass and Bodmin Bypass. Nine major structures carry

prevailing landscape and the provision of habitats for the

to the public.

side roads and accesses over and under the new road.

hazel dormice, reptiles, marsh fritillary butterflies, badgers,

Scott Wilson was the Contractor's Designer and took the

otters, bats, new1s and barn owls. Add itionally, noise

Construction was completed in summer 2007 with the official

scheme

mitigation measures have been designed to resemble local

opening on 11th July.

through

preliminary design,

environmental

assessment, statutory procedures and detailed design.

hedges to reduce the visual

The final al"gnment, developed from a series of option studies

replacement habitat.

impact and provide

Living up to Corporate Social Responsibility
Scott Wilson and the UN Global Compact
In October 2005, Scott Wilson made a corporate

to report publicly on our progress.

commitment to the UN Global Compact (the world's
largest Corporate Social Responsibility initiative) and we

Goals In SWIMS Level 1), as well as via both the
The team comprises:

are now an active participant in its UK network.
Scott Wilson's commitment to the UN Global Compact

Scott Wilson corporate website, www.scottwllson .com,
and

Geoff French. Chairman

covers the entire Group, now 78 offices worldwide, and

Martin Edge, International

participation underlines our corporate philosophy and our

Derek Holden, Railways

corporate responsibility.

This report is now available via Unite (see "Strategic

the

UN

Global

Compact

www.unglobalcompact.org

Nigel Hackett. Scotland & Ireland
Robert Arm itage. UK Central

We are committed to supporting the ten universal

Andrew McNab. UK South

principles of the Compact that seek to uphold human
rights, respect labour rights, protect the environment and

Scott Wilson recently published its inaugural report,

work against corruption.

our 'Communication on Progress', which sets out the

To achieve this, we formed a management steering group

into our business up to April 2007 and gives a flavour of

to coordinate a wide-ranging action programme and

both ongoing and new actions in this undertaking.

progress we made incorporating the Compact's principles
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THE GLOBAL

COMPACT

website

at

PEOPLE FIRST

The changing face of China
10 years after the reunification of Hong Kong and our commitment continues to grow
1st July 2007 marked the 10th anniversary of the

the Hong Kong office too is thriving, providing an Important

establishment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative

and reliable two-way link between China and International

Region of the People's Republic of China. Complete with

markets.

visiting dignitaries, widespread media coverage and
extensive analysis from all interested parties, the anniversary

We were delighted to see the opening of one of our projects

was indeed a celebration of Hong Kong's reunification with

on 1 July - the 5.5km long bridge across Deep Bay linking

China. For many in the engineering and construction sectors,

Hong Kong with Shenzhen in Guangdong Province.

the 10 years since the handover have been characterised by

Fittingly, our China joint venture, Jiangsu Scott Wilson was

a reduced workload - fuelled not by Hong Kong's change In

the entity selected to supervise construction of transportation

political status but rather the Asian financial crisis, 9111 and

safety

SARS - dramatic events with far-reaching consequences.

fire protection system, landscape design, E&M installations

facilities,

traffic

monitoring,

communications,

However, challenging times gave way to robust economic

portion of the project.

and a comprehensive surveillance system for the Shenzhen

growth and unprecedented opportunities to integrate Hong
Kong, and Scott Wilson, with the Mainland. Now more than

half our staff in China Division are based on the Mainland and

A day in the life
Anita Sowulewska from Poland reflects on time spent in the UK
Anita Sowulewska, based at the Warsaw office, has worked

I tried to see as much of the UK as I could. English towns and

for Scott Wilson for the last three years. When Anita first

cities have very beautiful and different architecture to Poland.

started she was sent to England for training and now works

I especially liked Bristol, Dover, Bath and of course London

as a Transport Planner specialising in pedestrian modelling.

and Oxford.

"When I was living and working in the UK, I learnt a lot about

My time in the UK was extremely useful training and has

its culture and habits. Every1hing that I knew before then

helped me in my job as a Transport Planner. Pedestrian

was from movies or stories. I enjoyed the characteristic

modelling involves creating models of traffic using computer

atmosphere that appears in the evenings in small towns,

simulations and is necessary for improving and facilitating

when English people go to the local pub after work with their

pedestrian traffic, as well as providing safety in different public

friends, enjoying a beer and chatting.

"English food was certainly an
interesting experience."

places. These might be railway stations, underground
stations or airports. The analyses we make show the flow of

Working life in the UK is not so different to Poland, I enjoyed

traffic, how passengers behave and where overcrowding

the lunch breaks at midday when you can go for a walk or for

that impedes that flow is located. We look at an existing

something to eat in the town centre although becoming

underground station for example, carry out traffic research to

accustomed to English food was certainly an interesting

locate bottlenecks (usually passing gates, footbridges and

expenence! A lot of things taste different to what they do in

platforms) and then propose a practical solution. Quite often,

Poland, like for example, sausages and the sandwiches are

a minimal design change is all that is needed to considerably

always so full of mayonnaise!

improve the traffic conditions at the station."
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Plenty of awards for Scott Wilson
Over the last year Scott Wilson has received several prestigious awards that are recognition of the talent
and dedication of our staff.

-·

+ BARCIAYS

The success of Scott Wilson's first year as a pie
was recognised when we were awarded the title of
'New Company of the Year' at the PLC Awards in
March 2007.

Scott Wilson was awarded the prestigious title of
'Best Investor Relations for a New Issue' at the IR
Magazine's UK Awards 2007.

Back in March Scott Wilson was awarded the title
of 'Major Firm' at the NCE I ACE Consultants of the
Year Awards.

In November 2006, following the successful
flotation of the Group, Scott Wilson won 'Best IPO
of the Year' at the Shares Magazine Awards.

Alexis Pope, Graduate Engineer, has won first
prize in the national final of the ICE Graduate
and Student Papers Competition for his paper,
'Impermeable Membrane Failures in Railway
Trackbed Design'.

Scott Wilson India Pvt. Ltd was awarded the
Bentley Systems BE Award for Excellence 2007
In the Civil Road Infrastructure category.
Venkat Ramana Sheela from the Bangalore
office accepted the award at a ceremony In April.

Leading the way for a sustainable world
Scott Wilson's Sustainable Construction Team have designed an off-grid
sustainable community onboard a disused oil tanker. Their prototype,
the 'Ark', was short-listed in the 'Building a Sustainable World' Institute of
British Architects USA design competition and was awarded an honourable
mention (fourth place) at the final in Los Angeles. The team entered the
international competition to develop a concept for a maximum capacity
sustainable community to address shifts in global climate and were the
only UK based team short-listed for the final.
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